IR researchers need to collect comparative data to evaluate the worth of possible system improvements, for example new techniques for query enhancement. However it is sometimes difficult to achieve strict comparability in experiments designed for an interactive environment. We describe a method for merging results from different queries and collecting relevance feedback from users in comparative experiments. The method has been implemented in scripts supporting a Web-based front-end to a probabilistic retrieval system, using a relational database to log results. Its practical use is demonstrated in an investigation of initial query enhancement with collocate terms.
Introduction
Evaluation of, and comparison between, different algorithms and systems has always been a major issue for IR researchers, precisely because it is a task where success or failure is relative rather than absolute. Formal evaluation is routinely based on standard measures of recall and precision, which require relevance judgements about individual retrieved documents to be made by users seeking information. However, a distinction is sometimes made between evaluations based on pure quantitative comparisons and those with a more 'diagnostic' intent, involving detailed analyses of particular results to deduce possible reasons for success or failure.
A further distinction can be made between controlled 'laboratory-based' comparisons, such as those based on the TREC (Text Retrieval Experiment Conference) test collections, and those which involve users, either spontaneously or as volunteer experimental subjects, carrying out searches on their own behalf. In the former case, the existence of predetermined queries and expert relevance judgements makes it possible to automate the evaluation process to produce reliable comparative data. In the latter case, searches are likely to be unrepeatable events using an interactive interface, making it necessary to capture and store results and relevance judgements for evaluation purposes, as the sessions proceed.
In that context, however, it is still difficult to achieve strict comparability between alternative methods, even with a willing population of experimental subjects. If we ask people to carry out the same search under two sets of conditions, their state of knowledge, and hence searching behaviour, will be different on the two occasions. Conversely if we use two separate groups of searchers, our experimental results may be affected by small differences between them, e.g. with respect to their level of subject expertise, skill and patience, which cannot be completely controlled. We report the development of a piece of software to collect reliable comparative data in interactive experiments. It works as follows:
G the user enters a query, and a search is performed using the terms which he has entered; displayed to the user, who judges each retrieved document without knowing whether it was found by the original or the alternative search; G if appropriate, the user may opt to produce a new expanded query using terms extracted from relevant documents, and the remainder of the session proceeds as in normal probabilistic retrieval; G details of the search session are captured and logged in a relational database for later analysis, allowing the results of the alternative query to be compared with those of the original and expanded queries, and its success to be evaluated. The above is intended to be a very general description of the method, which could in principle be used to test any new searching algorithm against one already in use, to see if it performed better. In the context of the current paper, the alternative query under investigation will be one which has been enhanced with additional terms before the first search is undertaken. Those additional terms are words which have shown a strong tendency to co-occur with the user's query terms in the collection as a whole -often referred to as its collocates. The selection criteria for collocates, and their use in the current experiment, will be fully explained in Section 5 below.
Query enhancement in a probabilistic retrieval system
The Okapi [1] probabilistic retrieval system developed at City University is, amongst other things, a tool for evaluation: a platform on which various retrieval algorithms and modes of presentation can be implemented and compared. As a probabilistic system, it uses relevance feedback to support the process of iterative query expansion, but the data provided for that purpose can also be logged for later analysis.
An important area of investigation for probabilistic retrieval is the effectiveness of automatic query enhancement, particularly at the start of a search session. Whereas end-users typically enter only two or three query terms, there is some evidence [2] that, with a suitable probabilistic model, longer initial queries work better than shorter ones, and that various forms of query expansion also help. In particular, more terms provide better leverage for discriminatory ranking between hit-list documents. Thus there is an interest in exploiting other sources of information to find and suggest useful additional query terms. Some enhancement techniques which have been or are being investigated include: G evidence from users' earlier searches [3] ; G thesaurus terms related to the initial query [4] ; G statistical patterns of collocation with query terms [5] ; G terms from other users for whom the same documents were relevant [6] ; G 'blind expansion' with terms extracted from topranked documents retrieved by the initial search [7] . A typical evaluation procedure involves comparison of average query performance with and without the enhancement under consideration, as expressed by standard recall and precision measures. One approach is to use an existing test collection comprising a document database plus a set of queries and predefined relevance judgements. Over the last eight years the TREC test collections have been widely used for that purpose. However, it is also interesting to make the comparison in the less predictable circumstances of an interactive search session, where in practice only those items at the top of the hit-list may be seen at all, and the promotion or demotion of a few relevant documents may have a profound effect on users' perceptions. The system described in the following section is designed for that purpose.
Overview of the evaluation interface and query processing
The system uses a standard web browser as an interface to the Okapi retrieval system and associated functions. It presents an interface in which the screen is divided into three frames or panels -see Fig. 1 . The top frame provides a space for query entry, and control buttons for selecting search functions. The narrow left frame presents a list of terms comprising the current query, and the wider right frame switches between hit-list and document display.
To maintain session continuity in the Web context, the query 'state' (terms, hit-lists, judgements) is stored in a (MySQL) relational database at the server end, and a server-side scripting language -PHP -is used to accept user input and communicate with both Okapi and the relational database. This database also acts as a repository for logging information, and supports data analysis and summary for the evaluation.
At the start of the session certain parameters are selectable, for example what kind of query enhancement is to be used. One possible choice is 'none', in which case the session reverts to non-evaluative mode. Other selectable parameters include the document collection to be searched, the maximum size of hit-list (maxhits) to be presented, and the maximum number of query terms (maxterms) to be used in a search. Userentered query terms are stemmed, initially weighted according to their inverse frequency within the document collection, saved in the relational database, and shown in the browser in weight order. The interface supports only basic probabilistic searching: there is no provision for phrases, adjacency/boolean operators or field-based searches. The Search button triggers searching with both the original and alternative query, and the presentation of the merged results.
A central issue for the software design was which merging algorithm to use. Merging methods in IR have been investigated for various purposes, e.g. by participants in the TREC merging task, where the motive is to obtain the best results when different databases are searched independently. Voorhees [8] , for example, discusses how performance can be optimized by taking varying proportions of records from each result set, depending on prior relevance statistics. Our own objective is different: to make an accurate comparison between two search methods rather than to produce the best result. Hence we need to present to the user an equal number of documents from the two retrieved sets, taking into account any overlap between them. The following algorithm is used: G assume that the maximum number of hit-list documents required is maxhits; G perform one search using the original query, taking the top maxhits documents, to produce set 1; G perform a second search using the alternative query, again taking the top maxhits documents, to produce set 2; by those from the original query and then the alternative query G when either set 3 or sets 1 and 2 run out, continue taking documents from the remaining set(s), until there are maxhits documents in the hit-list, or no more documents to take. Hit-list details are stored in the database, and the document titles presented as a set of clickable links. Following a link produces a full document display in which the original query terms, but not the additional terms, are highlighted, and a relevance judgement requested. (Users do not have the option of judging relevance purely on titles. There is evidence from earlier relevance studies, e.g. [9] , that titles alone are not a good basis for relevance judgements and, since full documents are used for term extraction, it is appropriate that they should also be the basis for judgement.) The user's judgement is recorded in the database, and shown on the hit-list display in the form of a plus or minus sign next to the document title. Words (excluding stop-words) are extracted from relevant documents and stored in the database.
Once three or more relevant documents have been identified, the user may opt to create an expanded query using these extracted terms, as in a normal probabilistic system. When the Expand Query button is clicked, candidate terms are selected and displayed to the user, who has the option to delete unwanted terms before undertaking another search. (The threshold of three relevant documents as a basis for query expansion is a pragmatic compromise. Informal observations in earlier Okapi experiments indicated that one or two documents did not provide enough statistical evidence to produce useful results, and even with three documents we often find terms in an expanded query which are not topic-related. However, if the threshold were set higher, it would be difficult to find enough relevant documents initially to benefit from the query expansion process. No formal comparative studies have been done in this area, but since the threshold is simply another variable in the script comprising the interface software, it would be very easy to change should the need arise -it could indeed be the subject of an evaluation experiment in its own right.)
From this point on, the system operates in just the same way as it does in non-evaluative mode; terms are weighted and re-weighted according to their occurrence in relevant documents, and the composition of the expanded query may change several times in the course of a session. Meanwhile all the data about terms and documents comprising the query state and session history is logged in the relational database, so that summaries and details can be displayed at any time during or after the retrieval session. Figure 1 shows a screen dump of the user interface. The original query (solar power) is shown in the top frame; terms comprising the current state of the query are shown in the left-hand frame, and a hit-list resulting from the most recent search, with a '+' next to titles which have already been judged relevant. From the point of view of a user participating in a controlled experiment, there is no indication which documents were found by which query, or that a comparative evaluation is being performed, so his or her judgement should not be influenced in any way.
Subjects for investigation, display of background data
The stored background data has two functions: firstly to maintain the changing query state so that the retrieval session works as it should; and secondly to support diagnostic evaluation, allowing researchers to look beyond the comparative statistics and try to discover the reasons for particular successes and failures. Following are some questions that a researcher might wish to ask about a given session: The session identifier provides a link to the detailed session tables. Outside the most strictly controlled experiment, however, session records will often be incomplete, since users in a Web environment are not always willing to enter their name or e-mail address, or to end the session tidily via the Quit button.
The researcher can be automatically informed of the start of a session by an e-mail message specifying the session number, giving him or her the chance to look at the background data after the retrieval session, or perhaps even while it is still going on. We are aware that this facility would raise serious privacy issues in the context of general Web usage. So far, however, the system has been used only by volunteer participants who have agreed to their session being logged and observed.
The reporting script presents both summary and detail information; the examples below show how this might change as the session progresses. In this example, the alternative query comprises the original user's terms plus additional terms, The expanded query comprises terms extracted from relevant documents. Inevitably some of these will be terms used in the first two searches, but the re-weighting process ensures that terms are gained, lost and re-ordered following query expansion, as Tables 1 and 2 illustrate.
Summary: relevance judgements by type of query

Detail: relevant 'pool' documents
With the title of each relevant document is an indication of which type of query found it, and its rank in the hit-list in which it occurred. Since not all retrieved documents are relevant, and relevant documents are taken from several hit-lists, not every rank position is represented, and some ranks appear more than once. 'Intersection' documents (found by both the original and alternative query) show their ranks in both lists. Thus, in Table 3 , a rank of 0.25 indicates that the document came top of one list but at number 25 in the other. Such documents always appear in lists according to the higher of their two ranks. 
Detail: lists of terms
Term relevance counts are updated following each positive relevance judgement (Table 4 ). We can now see which additional terms have occurred in relevant documents, and so had a positive impact on the query, although query expansion has not yet taken place so weights have not been re-calculated. In this case the original terms have obviously been the most effective. After three or more relevant documents have been identified, the user may opt for query expansion (Table  5) . If so, the current query terms are re-weighted, and new terms extracted from relevant documents are weighted and tested for possible inclusion in the query. Terms are now ordered by their 'selection value' (i.e. their weight times their relevance count), and those at the top of the list will be used for the next search. In the list in Table 6 , we see that most terms added to the query initially have been demoted after query expansion, replaced by extracted terms with better relevance counts. For example, SETI was an additional term used for initial query enhancement because of its association with one of the query terms using collocation measures (see Section 5.1). Because of its small number of postings, it was originally given a high weight (see Table 4 Table 5 ) -and after query expansion and term reweighting it disappears from the current query (see Table 6 ). When query expansion is activated, new terms added to the query are shown to the user, who has the option to delete any which look unhelpful. A list of deleted terms can also be seen in the background data (Table 7) .
An evaluation case study
A recently-completed Ph.D. thesis [10] explored the use of collocation (co-occurrence) statistics to identify words which were topically related to a set of query terms, and hence possibly useful additional terms for initial query enhancement in probabilistic retrieval. The first phase of this research, the one relevant to the current case study, is reported in Vechtomova and Robertson [5] . The experiments used the Financial Times 1996 portion of the TREC test collection, and the example queries were 'short titles' from TREC topics numbers 251-300. Since these were only a few words long, they could potentially benefit from the addition of extra terms.
Collocates of all query terms were extracted from 'long' text windows -typically around 100 words each -within the collection, and measures of strength of association derived for them. The most strongly associated collocates (the top eight for each query term) were added to the user's terms to create an alternative query, and the performance of the alternative query was compared with that of the original using the standard TREC evaluation measures.
In fact the enhancement method did not show any improvement on average, and other lines of investigation were subsequently followed. However, the data generated for that experiment provided ready-made test material for the interactive evaluation system described above. Moreover, using the method on an interactive system gave the opportunity to examine the process more closely, looking beyond the results of initial searches to see the relationship between initial query enhancement and normal probabilistic query expansion.
Association measures
Before presenting the results from this study, it is necessary to say a little more about the association measures used to identify potentially useful collocates of query terms. Two measures were used: Mutual Information (MI) and Z-score, both standard formulae being modified to take into account the fact that they counted co-occurrences within text windows averaging 100 words in length. For details and justification of the modified formulae, see Vechtomova and Robertson [5] -our immediate concern is what each formula measures and what collocational behaviour it identifies.
The MI score between a pair of words or any other linguistic units 'compares the probability that the two words are used as a joint event with the probability that they occur individually, and that their co-occurrences are simply a result of chance' [11] . The MI score increases with the frequency of word co-occurrence. If two words co-occur mainly due to chance their MI score will be close to zero. While MI identifies associated words based on joint probability of occurrence, it gives very limited information as to how far the probability differs from chance. For that purpose the Z-score is a more reliable statistic, since it indicates with varying degrees of confidence whether an association is genuine, by measuring the distance in standard deviations between the expected and the observed frequency of co-occurrence. For a chance pair of low-frequency words we may misleadingly get a high MI score, whereas the Zscore will not be high since the variances of probabilities will be large.
The ranked lists of collocates produced by Z-score and MI often show very different characteristics. Zscore tends to identify combinations with relatively high-frequency words. The advantage of this is that they are collection-independent; the potential disadvantage is that they may emphasize syntactical structures with function words. By contrast MI highlights word combinations that are more specific, like fixed phrases and compound terms. Often these are low-frequency collection-or domain-dependent combinations, with a predominance of proper names. In the original experiments, the Z-score showed a slightly better performance in query enhancement overall, although as we shall see MI can produce useful individual successes.
Experimental results
TREC queries 251-300 were run through the interactive system using three different methods: once with no enhancement, once with Z-score enhancement and once with MI enhancement. The maximum number of query terms used in searches was set at 25, and the maximum hit-list size at 50. To save time, the official TREC relevance judgements were stored in the relational database, and an automatic judgement function was applied after the first search to identify relevant documents. If three or more such documents were found, the query was expanded, and a second search and automatic judgement was initiated. Summary data from the relational database was extracted to produce the results discussed below.
There were six queries with no officially relevant documents in the FT-96 collection, and another 14 where no relevant documents occurred within the top 50 in any of the searches. Table 8 below summarizes the results for the remaining 30 cases. The original query comprised terms entered by the user; the alternative query comprised additional collocate terms as discussed above. These two queries were used in searches to generate sets of documents; the intersection set comprised documents found by both queries. In the case where no initial enhancement took place, there is just a set for the original query. If three or more relevant documents were identified, expanded queries were generated using terms extracted from relevant documents, and used in a further search to generate a fourth set. Note that any document can be classified under only one of those four categories -the algorithm used makes it impossible for the same document to be counted twice. The percentage figures indicate the proportion of the 1583 TREC-relevant documents in the FT-96 collection retrieved by each search.
The three different figures for the 'original' query given here require some clarification. Where no enhancement method was used and there was no alternative query, the relevance count is based on the top 50 documents retrieved by the original query. In the other two cases, the top 50 documents were based on merged results from two searches, such that some of the relevant documents from the original search dropped below the threshold, or were counted in the 'intersec- tion' set. Given that there must be a practical limit on the number of documents which users are willing to examine in an interactive session, the table illustrates both the gains and losses of initial query enhancement. Its effect on individual queries can be seen later in a more detailed table.
On the basis of the totals given in Table 8 , searches based on both original and alternative queries appeared to perform slightly better than those using the original query alone. We may apply a simple statistical test to this summary data in order to get some idea of the validity of the observation. A chi-square ( 2 ) test may be made on either recall or precision. For precision, the total number of documents retrieved over the 30 queries is 1500, and the right-hand column of Table 8 gives the number of relevant documents retrieved at the final stage by each method. Comparing Z-score enhancement with no enhancement, we get 2 =2.82, with one degree of freedom, giving p=0.09, which cannot be taken as significant. However, comparing Mutual Information with no enhancement gives 2 =6.79, p<0.01, which is significant. Since the total number of relevant documents is 1583, a similar analysis of recall gives almost identical results. However, the summary data conceals considerable variations between queries, as will be seen below, which makes this significance analysis a little suspect.
How much practical impact would initial enhancement using query term collocates have on the typical interactive retrieval session? In 11 of the 30 cases, all three methods eventually yielded the same number of relevant documents, once results from expanded searches were taken into account. Details of the remaining 19 appear in Table 9 below, which shows how many relevant documents were found at each stage of each search. It is evident that in most cases the final outcome for the three methods is still very similar, differing by only one or two relevant documents either way. Any overall improvement is largely accounted for by the four queries highlighted in the table, and in three out of those four, the improvement occurs only because the alternative query identified just enough relevant documents in the initial search to allow subsequent query expansion.
The background data for the four highlighted queries has been examined in more detail, to see which additional terms were responsible for the improved performance. Query: World submarine forces.
Determine the number of submarines, both nuclear-powered and conventional, presently in the inventories of all the countries in the world. 
Conclusions
Regarding the case study, the investigation confirms results produced in a non-interactive context and reported in Vechtomova [10] . Any potential improvements gained through query enhancement with additional collocate terms would not justify the extra processing required, most particularly the enormous overheads of creating and storing lists of collocates for all potential query words in a document collection. In general it exemplifies the 'swings and roundabouts' effect so often seen in attempts to improve the performance of standard probabilistic retrieval, which already exploits a large proportion of the usable statistical information (including term-dependencies) within texts.
More positively, the software described here seems to offer a useful way to perform comparative evaluations and investigate causes and effects in detail. Whether the particular interface used for these experiments is the best one for the purpose, is, of course, another question, and one which is not discussed in this paper. However, because it is created using a high-level scripting language to mediate between the web browser and the document retrieval system, it is relatively easy to adapt for different purposes. Scripts for particular functions can be dynamically selected, so in principle it should be possible to compare not only different query enhancement methods, but also alternative searching algorithms, databases or search engines. Paradoxically, however, it has so far been used for systematic evaluation only with pre-defined relevance judgements, so its potential for 'live' interactive experiment has yet to be realized. A basic mechanism for data capture has been implemented, but the logistics of its application would vary from one investigation to another, depending on the degree of control which researchers could exert over their experimental subjects. A publicly available web-based system has a potentially large number of interactive users, but any investigation methodology must allow for the fact that web users' behaviour is notoriously unpredictable, and that information about their retrieval sessions will often be incomplete. In addition, the confidentiality issue would need to be seriously addressed.
Thus the software must be seen as a set of building blocks rather than a monolithic package. To assess its viability as a practical research tool, it must be adapted for, and used in the context of, real interactive experiments. Researchers with investigations which might benefit from the approach to evaluation described here are welcome to contact the first-named author to discuss possibilities.
